Batik Production Village’s Adaptation on the Pandemic COVID-19
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Abstract. The pandemic of covid-19 has affected urban and rural areas in Indonesia. Batik Production Village is a village with most of the population is dedicated their work to batik production. The adaptations were related to strategies in physical designs, health protocols implementations, and social interaction. Indonesia has many batik production villages; however, this study location was Simbang Kulon Village on Pekalongan Resident. The interaction between each strategy also shown that rural area has unique adaptation related to the pandemic. This study consists of literature study and site observations to elaborate the batik production village adaptations against the pandemic. The result showed one of the generic portraits of rural area adaptation during this pandemic in Indonesia.

1 Introduction

Batik from Indonesia is an art that has been well known since the Majapahit kingdom era and has developed through every generation. Batik has spread widely in Nusantara and become the collective art of Indonesian people (primarily Javanese) from the 18th century until the present. At the beginning of batik creation, it was an entire industry of the Nusantara kingdom. Batik was only made by an internal circle of particular artists and worn by noble societies inside the aristocracy (king’s family and their followers)—the batik was initially been designed with dedicated persons, processes, and products. Indonesia’s transformation from batik started from the noble family’s permit to design and make the product from outside the kingdom wall. This condition made reduplication and a new style of batik that belonged to non-aristocracy families. The Java rulers conditioned those conditions through the era to encourage their citizens on social engagement. The ordinary people become prouder toward their king and bring more attention to the kingdom through their descendants. Authors found that present batik artists and makers have ancestors who also batik artists for the kingdom in the past, so it becomes historical facts and family industries [1]. Pekalongan is one of the cities with a long history for their batik as a cultural asset and creative industry. Pekalongan has become Batik city on the north coast of Java since the 18th century. That fact was supported by the quantity of Batik Central Production that is located in this residence. Each production center has similarities in making the process even though the location was spread all over Pekalongan [2].
Near the end of 2019, the world was surprised by a report of the COVID-19 cases on Wuhan, China. Until the present, the case of COVID-19 has continued to become everyday consumption of media all over the world [3-5]. At March 2020, World Health Organization (WHO) officially stated that novel Corona Virus Disease 19 (nCOVID-19) as global pandemic as the fact that almost all part of the world has infected by COVID-19 [6]. On the 29th of May 2021. It was about 222 countries reported having 170,256,454 positive COVID-19, 152,148,821 cured and 3,540,426 persons died by this pandemic [7]. On the same day, Pekalongan residence reported 617 suspects inside the area and four suspects outside Pekalongan [8]. That condition is worse as the “mudik Labaran 2021” as annual mass mobility from a metropolitan urban area to Pekalongan [9][10].

With the condition mentioned above, these research aims are to investigate the condition and report the adaptation of Batik Production Village on pandemic covid-19. The location of our research is Simbang Kulon Batik Village in Pekalongan city, Indonesia. In this research, we found that vulnerability of rural area related to covid 19 cases; however, the socialization about new normal adaptation is not massive enough and may cause clusters of covid 19.

2 Method

This study uses a literature study and direct site observation. The data is obtained from the site and descriptively analyzed with the literature of health protocol, Simbang Kulon plan, and batik village-related literature (Fig. 1). The data such as location, photo, and layout were collected by several visits during the pandemic in 2020 and 2021, while literature study and data mining were taken from the internet. The data analysis was performed by triangulation of theory, site observation, and online data. Therefore, some data will be eliminated from the process, and some will be strengthened with a new fact to support argumentations.

![Figure 1. Research Diagram.](https://example.com/figure1.png)
3 Material and Discussion

Simbang Kulon village is part of the Pekalongan residence in Central Java Province, Indonesia. Simbang Kulon is located on Kecamatan Buaran on the north side of Pekalongan and has become one of Batik villages with most villagers working in the batik industry (figure 2). This village has many medium densities (7309 man/km²) and of the house of 618 of them are part of the batik industry (see figure 3).

![Figure 2. Location of Simbang Kulon village [11].](image)

![Figure 3. Simbang Kulon density (left) and batik production (right) [11].](image)

As we know, that medium density of people is vulnerable to the spread of COVID-19. The batik workers must wear medical mask protection during their social activities. The mask can prevent respiratory problems spread by viruses or bacteria, including COVID-19 [13]. The ministry of health also mandates the usage of masks to protect workers not only for disease prevention but also for protecting our respiratory system from chemical material often used in the batik industry [14]. As shown in figure 4, most workers are not wearing medical masks. This situation is noted to be a vulnerable part of this rural society toward
COVID-19. Some people feel uncomfortable by the mask and resulting in challenging breathing conditions [13].

Figure 4. Situation on batik production (weaving process).

Figure 5. Handwash facility outside of house.

Regarding the education facilities of the Simbang Kulon people, most of the people in Kecamatan Buaran attend school in Simbang Kulon village. Furthermore, with the highest medical facilitators in their village, the workers shall understand and follow the health protocol promoted to cut the COVID-19 spreading (figure 6). Some informational forum of a pandemic spreading prevention shall be held frequently to give more awareness to the people, such as daily sports and exercise to increase the body immunity [15], psychological consultation [16], school curriculum [17] in every event, especially in religion activity [18].

In the annual event of Mudik Labaran (hometown visits), the government has made limitations and restrictions for all regions [19]. However, the people insist on doing mudik under the pandemic situation with many tricks [20]. The case of hometown visits that rise the COVID-19 suspects does not just happen to Simbang Kulon. It also happened in China on Imlek or Lunar New Year event [21] and America on thanksgiving situations [22][23].

With the vulnerability facts of Batik village conditions, after the mudik, Labaran 2021 predicted a significant increase in the number of COVID-19 cases in all rural areas of Indonesia. Simbang Kulan in Pekalongan will also get the share of suspects since many Jakarta, Depok, Tangerang, Bekasi (Jabodetabek) are coming from this village. Some media warned the local government to respond quickly to the spreadings by activating the hospital expansion and working the hours extend [25].
Figure 6. Facility on Simbang Kulon (left: school, right: medical).

From the recent data from the internet, Pekalongan also had prepared the quarantine building for the COVID-19 patients who came from outside areas. The 26 rooms of the Pekalongan training center were being reserved to quarantine the hometown traveler who was detected positively infected [26]. Learned from other countries lessons toward homecoming situation, this facility is not enough to prevent the batik village from COVID-19 in physical design. However, economically, digital marketing and product differentiation may save the batik village from a financial crisis [27][28].

From every aspect of Simbang Kulon physical design, working situations, society’s improvement, and economic innovations, the traditional primary village is very vulnerable to COVID-19 spreading. The people need to be warned more often as a healthy society while building a friendlier environment for batik industries during this pandemic.

4 Conclusion

Health protocol awareness for pandemic situations plays a vital role in preventing the COVID-19 from spreading’s. However, rural and remote areas are not ready enough for the implementation of health protocols. Some societies said, “no COVID-19 on the village” is real, but with mudik/hometown events, the jargon is obsolete and changed. Traditional batik village-like Simbang Kulon is still performing the industries as a pre-pandemic situation. The workers are not wearing masks, working in a small distance, with inadequate washing hand (sanitation) facilities made this rural area vulnerable to COVID-19 suspect and rapid infections.

Massive promotion of health protocol to build COVID-19 ready society and more sanitize-healthy equipment shall be developed in this area. Furthermore, innovation in batik production-distribution-marketing is also being suggested to avoid the further impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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